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species barbed 

can cling 
snatched 
by  
thickening 
close  
close 
body jackdaw 
which 
contraption 
blades coiled 
erected  
between 
birthright  
indices  



circles chase choppy  
be unblown balances 
catchment briefly 
coats combs 
which cross 
search 
coastline logic collapsing 
direction 
outcrops 
Scapa altocumulus 
Inishbofin 
before tracing by channel 
blowing logic 
exercise belly close 
earthbound become built face  



blood choir 

consider number 
boot blister 
scar could be  
but ancient encryption ball 
which  
stumbling backwards 
identical webbed 
webbed bone 
abdomen 
chest 
each which replica scratch  



much above  
broadest 
bullish 
changes bottle boots 
changes inhabiting body 
control limb 
scrambles numbers 
carrying each boy 
carries each  



centre  
quickly 
ball  
bones  
each 
each knuckles 
capacity breathe  
stockade compromised  
elbow seconds 
once beat blows 
blowing centre  
bellows rubber  



can lacking chaplain 
assembles 
necked exactly 
muscle beneath bone 
scalp but much squandered 
sticking perfect scorn 
elbows  
knuckles 
perfect bits 



back  
once back 
pitched 
colonized space back 
centre dissassembles 
breaks boy freckles 
rub neck 
blow by 
clear chains 
detaches body call 

(Cuedjoe 
Burke)  



but breast excessive back  
before recoil taboo 
touch forbidden 

vernacular 

touch by achieve  
bordello bruise 
secret  
deliberately benediction  
canvas flaccidness  



be  
back  
stuccoed bar lurches 
be  
boot 
french 
fucking 
french 
bonwee 
bonwat 
claw which back  
tricky breath bubble  
fucking  
bubble 
french  



crockery break 
reach notices place locked 
comfortable 
brought boil 
notices click cannot catch 
be Wilbur’s sentence scissor 
could catch scissors 
remember 
secured behind back 
bow cello back  



school 

charges chinese 
bantu cannot corner bend 
cling dumbstruck boy 
haircut thick composure  



blank 
zilch 
bijou fuck solicits 
anticipates 
before defence scans  
second scaring 
corner articulation  
ceases changing  



came Conrad’s centre  
commission clear  
confront 
sentenced 
lumbering 
space occupied 
teach  
biro by tube calk  
chain bags  
burst quickly sandbags  



chamber  
brink unlocked 
locked  

lubrication 

clank echoes 
clank echoes 
clank echoes 

claustrophobia chamber  
about counted pencils  
protractors sombre 
highpitched  
become intolerable  



echoists 

began  
teach back 
untouched 
before each echo  
became utterance pitched 
ironic echolalia 
struck croaks choose counterpoise 
echo stuck hiccoughing behind bars 
echoists 
continue frequency 
echo 
echo 
continues frequency 
echo echo 
vocal chords 
built heckle belongs 
blind creators  



because  
fence confusion 
boredom  
sticky linctus bottle  
bacteria crabs  
concentration 
panic voices 
chased fence  
obstacle cheering 
beaten silence  
voice miracle  
spaces wrecked 
brindled birthright 
brazen  
beautiful 
perfect  



caught  
conjecture 
ballast books teaching clue 
locked colleagues 
cannot 

built culpable 
each corridor curiosity  
core 
compresses cage 
crossed altocumuli 
cupping airbrushes 
chest  
pick effects clues 
doctoral noticed  
before subtler species 

which albino child 
back  
necessarily face  



been 
but exchanged blows 

cell  
cell blades each across 

best called body  
quick back bones  

face stumbled  
fetch  

sucked beyond reach 
electric shock back  



bodies which 

which composition which resembles a pastiche 
company place Bartholomew prickly 
scalps elbow 
barber-embargo crop accusations 
circuit reached Christ bulb by absence hacked 



encoded voice  
which  
autocue which  
which particles  

crime possibly projected reach  
which certain inch-thick curtain between  



ballet 

lobotomised by boredom  
since much crash by stretch pace  
each can climb rubber ceiling  



exercise bewildered by vacuum throbbing  
cropped but blasted  
bold voices  
cold acoustics  
which can  
picked handclasp  
boots bring footfalls cosmic squelch  
cling reception  
teacher caution  
uncertain each  



McStein facial scar  
counterpoint Bradley’s manic brain by crimes  
bump behind cortege  
cans  
faces cannot  
spaces between body’s interstices  
bones  
squabble  
label  
overcautious  



cell  
patchwork rich Moroccan  
becalm cell  
cell cover which burned ochre being reaches  

reaches  
amiable  
scratched cell space  
each blind place  
couldn’t childish cave blood  



lumbar 

cracked lumbar beneath touch  
thick colour but unable  

unable breath but accusing  
wickedest beyond blocks  

crimes confinement locked  
which once curls  

watched watched watched  



Archia  
Archia  

Archia comes  
Archia back  
switch breasts  
coils perched  
cigarette bowed back  
changes chin  
hijab cloth  
which actually reduce  
could close  
cast switch sombre  
covered  
called ancient  
switch by  
exactly rocked  



by truck’s placed muscles  
beast boy escaping  
trucks cows  
carriers blow  
country behind  
trucks convoy  
busy overcoat  
body subtracting  
bed fucker  
bright which boy  
clear calf absurdly across  



contagion 

cholera beasts  
back job bagpipes  
climb beast’s stuck socket  
behind back  
burn cooks trench  

black cloud cover shocks process crackle 



clinging cloven buried Damascus  
buried lacy breast  
bullets broken  
tic cattle centigrade  
core belt-buckle  
best burned butane  



centre burns holocaust back  
sucks cloven contained barbed species can  
burns beneath boys  
bits descend  
nuclear exercise  
speckle brilliance  
surface burning carcass  
each coming brief  



could maybe  
because chained rainbow lock  
lock churchwarden’s clouds  
breaking bottle-bits  
both bright stalactites  



pillowcases clue bin  
cell behind  
bread mulch  
bottle juice  
begins bubble  
tubes place bitter brew bulbs  
perspectives  
cell  
corridor  
brew forces coming  



place’s implications reach chrome  
bowls bottom implications grabbing  
actually cricked necks  
cell certain  
clatter locks  
echo corridors  
baffled  
indistinct  
reflections according boys  
chance come existence quickly  
rubbed neck  
which scribble blue could burst space  
counting Arctic syllables  
counting comprise broken act  
born voiced  
scrawl brings closer cut  
born conclusion  
cross face flickering confusion  
continuing  
discover  



bird 

blinded beak  
beak clung  
blind Canaan  
thickening  
which reached panic  
watched  
curious  
sucked  



creviced brand  
crouched  
bubble  
bubbles  
scale each blister  
jack distance bubble  
bubble brink  
bubble expect  
unscratched beautiful core  
space conker absence  



burly  
blouse beneath freckle-tactile touch  
touched  
conducting static canopy  
chill such recital  
hyperactive  
uncertain  
bow  
between claps  
broke  



psychosis 

because boy docile can body ache  
cramps both bits which exercise body  



physics chinese 

between  
reach across back  
force collision  
such  
each convulsion  
backwards stopwatch  
ticking ribs  
apprentice reaching back  
cradle scaffolding secures build  
bid builders back  
ceiling buttress each  
which building  
forcing building  
act verticals  
perspective before  



effervescent caster  
car’s tick cool  
scramble scent  
police itch cells  
wreck’s recovered recoil  
balking discovery  
rub traces  
cloud ascends  
cumulus place  



music 

cast close bodywork reverence  
Celica glances bossy close  
which could  
blooms incinerated bumper  
which disaffection course burned black  
second burned case  



watching Able’s big-knuckled corn source  
cooperation cylinders suspiciously limbed si-
lence  
class bones concentration  
receiver touched  
cuffed  
licking below 
Able’s waistbands  



hyperactive 

limbs each which comes back twice  
slowcoaches scented lock machine direction  
by each  
by grab escape Blackfriars  
Gorbals clock cloud crossing  
boots lace each which  
behind cycling country  
back march  



crowning subtle camber  
social control ball blurs  
wobbles tarmac  
broken offence act section  
cross double  
blew microphones  
birds  
organic could  
crowned  
closed  
between second chassis  
windscreen cabin bright  



been delicacy wobbling  
corner blasting  
breaks cleaving  
instinct considered gesticulation  
both colours fierce incandescence back 
back special itch braced imminence  
collision bits  
bags bullying closed  
each came  
clear country  



believes which able wickedness rub each bits  
focus its since fence because behalf crowds 
crossing city which come across surface  

focus kitschy lambs  
job back  



place 

once projector be  
be calculus  
begrudging scowls cannot  
be switched  
be watched  
body place across blow twitch belly  
place birds bounce back projection  



locusts miracle increase  
ladybirds inch brilliant quicker  
could be cellar  
beneath  
across vestibule  
ceilings incoming  
back  
back  
become ancient ladybirds crest  



webs erected scaffolding retrospective  
cellar's fresco discovered torch cobalt  
blue  
been perfect  
composition bricks bled  
slicing cortex  
cerebellum  

black  



plastic camera by choker  
crow beads elicit certain curt suspicion  
Dobermans enact search  
teach firebox  
receive charge  
electrodes flinching  
burned celluloid  
burned tobacco pouches beneath  
beneath bootless shamanistic  



can calling 

voices calling cell back  
but scope confession  
scorn crack  
reinforced silence  
voices cold block  



bass 

business  
thick beautiful brain  
etcetera brain actions body  
confused  
brush windblown recovering place  
muscles car better secateurs  
which brings centre building flickering  
bulb blow  
cause click 



tracking bright carriages  
bump behind cursor’s ascent  
descent cannot evidence  
brought back  
brought back  
ducked cubes  



Chikalito  
public prosecutor’s office  
by bottom belly  
Tkachenko bewildered  
Lyuba Beletski picking apricots  
close  
centre drenched  
cling belt  
buckle cuffs  
mortician’s label attached  



continue by attracts machine  
but screen beyond recorded intelligence suc-
cession  
second being created  
discovered centimetre surface  
beneath glacial stretched rock marble  
obsidian  
crystal cave  



thick nibs  
which acid cerebellum bloomed spectacular  
efflorescence boredom voices  
company reverence receipt clippings  
relic obscurest  
relic crowds  
certain conferred touching  
close  
between curiosity disturbed  
could articulate Christ’s clean  
clean-cuffed  
manicured  
confident  
grubbed chains  
chair effects  
machine conversation  
magnetic voice  

clue  

betray inflected laced tact  
beast complex acts  
crevice each act  
second instructed back  
mechanical elbows both continued  
discovered second  
reproduced  
completed both  
act intricate  
implications beneath terrible  
inclined could burn blue  
caught burn  
cape burn  
burn burn body  
which body  
crystal creeping colour bursts 


